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By online-pr-media

Chico, CA -- EarthCalm, a respected leader in the field ofEMF protection for more than 25 years, was awarded the IIREC seal
certifying the effectiveness of their EMF protection devices to protect against manmade radiation generated by cell phones, laptops,
WiFi, geopathic stress and fluorescent lighting.

Dramatic results of recent independent research conducted by the International Institute for Research on Electromagnetic
Compatibility (IIREC) in Austria confirms the personal experience of improved health of many thousands of EarthCalm product users.

IIREC is a government funded technical bureau of Austria and is backed by globally recognized scientists of electrophysics,
biophysics, environmental medicine and wave genetics.

Exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) has become a worldwide health concern. China, Russia, Switzerland and 9 EU Member
States have set exposure limits and other nations are moving to follow. Electromagnetic fields generated by AC wiring system and
microwave towers create chronic stress levels that inhibit vitality and clarity, prevent healing sleep and stress the immune system.
The health risks are well documented, but do EMF protection products provide measurable Health Benefits?

Dr Walter Hannes Medinger, head scientist at IIREC, says yes. “The effects exerted on magnetic field anomalies by EarthCalm
products have an enormous biological relevance because magnetic stress strains biological systems. Therefore, a biological effect of
EarthCalm protective devices can be predicted for the human organism.”

While not everyone notices adverse affects of EMFs generated by the increased prevalence of modern technologies, many
individuals are debilitated, and others fail to connect their diverse symptoms to EMFs. Life is so dependent on technology many
people feel they can’t afford to think about the health risks. The IIREC findings changed that.

Scientists at IIREC used a Tesla Meter to measure the strength and changes in the EMF field itself. The value of the HRV measure
[Heart Rate Variability] is that it extends beyond cardiovascular function. It’s the best indicator of the integrity of physiological
processes in the human body –general wellbeing.

Jean Gallick, President and Inventor of EarthCalm products explained: “The IIREC testing showed a remarkable effect on both of
these measures. Even the field itself was lessened by our emf protection products! This is just impartial validation of health benefits
that we’ve witnessed with these products.”

About EarthCalm
For more than 25 years EarthCalm has provided revolutionary EMF Protection, motivated by the owner’s vision of empowering
everyone to heal by reconnecting to the earth’s geomagnetic force field as nature intended. EarthCalm products are handmade in the
USA. Visit the site, email info.earthcalm@gmail.com or phone 1-800.474.2584 to learn more.
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